
 

 

REPORT ON RUN 398 ON 5
th

 JULY 2020 
 

Group 1 

The hashers emerged from lockdown to some significant changes to our much loved H4 runs but so glad 

to be out on a glorious morning in the Hampshire countryside - no cries of “on on” to be heard as we ran 

through the countryside trying not to give the game away to those who followed on! 

Off we went, first group out with Finn Hepper and Duracell leading the charge up the hills and through 

the winding and tangled trails until we emerged at the top of the hill to the glorious sight of the 

wildflowers smothering the old chalk pits (thank you Alpha Blocker for the history lesson on these!)  

 

We continued over hill and vale, through Woods, past beehives and through fields of horses - stopping for 

a quick cuddle (with the horses!) 

 

Duracell, Finn and Forgetmeknot flying up the hills, including a particularly challenging one which made 

for interesting ascents and wonderful viewing (yes dear reader, I took the old person route!) but what goes 

up, must come down, and come down they did at great speed, Forgetmeknot employing a cunning zig zag 

method in order to preserve his existence! 

 

The hilly, jolly japes continued until we encountered a strange pack of old men with dogs  in the woods 

who seemed to be lost, they did seem vaguely familiar but following some small talk they were soon off 

happily and confidently on their way (down a false trail) following our brief encounter!  

 

So as the Phoenix from the ashes Hilly hash drew to an end, all hashers in one piece to await the return of 

the next group from their adventures! A fantastic hash organised in really difficult circumstances - we are 

all really grateful for the hard work that our hares and Tony put in to H4’s glorious return!!  

 

Elli ‘Jelly’ Locke 
 

Group 2 

 
A beautiful run, which could be beautifully described by a scribe much better than this one.... and 

probably already has by the other two groups. So I’ll sum up the run with this little tale..... Group 2 was 

full of social media butterflies, we like to capture our runs through pictures. We saw an opportunity and 

we took it, a fallen tree, 5 agile women and an opportunity. Let’s recreate the famous picture of the steel 

workers in New York..... 

 



 

 
 

Timer set..... 4 out of 5 people set, the final person had 10 seconds to get in position...... 

The result.... 

 

 
 

 



 

Luckily ChillyWillie  protected her hematoma.  

 

Great run and beautiful scenery. The COVID way worked well and we didn’t miss the pub at all...... 

 

Sam Rance 
 

Group 3 
 

The hash is back up and running! And in some considerable style, what with pre-selected groups or 

“bubbles”, an unusually early series of start times and the testing gradients of Noar Hill. Our “bubble”, 

Group 3, the leftovers, assembled on time (09.30 gulp) and set off at a spirited walking speed. Talking, 

not running seemed to be priority as everyone had to catch up on the lockdown latest. Pleasant woodland 

paths merged into grassy fields. Nature in its summery best. A memorable field with some over friendly 

horses. Ravinous Curls found out the hard way that an electric fence was switched on. We crossed paths 

with Group 1 (the young and fit?) on their return and then got a bit lost. Sawdust shavings in dappled 

sunlight not always very visible. A mountain of a climb back up the Noar Hill Hanger, rewarded by a 

frolic through a profusion of wild flowers in the grass in the Pits (dis) at the top. 

 

Well done the Blockers! Inventive and entertaining, lovely area. 

 

Peter ‘Over the Hill’ Innes-Ker 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

              
 

 

 

 


